Abstract. The Metamodelling Language (MML) is a sub-set of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) that is proposed as the core language used to bootstrap the UML 2.0 definition initiative. Since it is metacircular, MML requires an external formal semantics in order to ground it. This paper defines the MML Calculus which is used to formally define MML and therefore provides a semantic basis for UML 2.0.
Introduction
The Unified Modeling Language [19] is a standardized graphical notation for expressing the structure and behaviour of object-oriented software systems. It is essentially a family of extensible modelling notations. The current UML definition lacks a number of desirable features that are currently being addressed through a co-ordinated effort to define a new version (UML 2.0). These features include enhancing the modularity and extensibility of UML and addressing the notion of UML semantics. This paper describes the semantics of the MML Calculus which used as the basis for developing the MML metamodelling language. MML is the basis of a modular semantics-rich method called MMF [7] [5] which is being proposed by the pUML group as a framework for the definition of UML 2.0. MML is a language mainly aimed at meta-modellers who are familiar with UML. This paper deals with foundational semantic issues that enable MML to be a generic metamodelling language suitable for defining UML 2.0. Features which are outside the scope of this paper include: patterns for metamodelling; details of inheritance mechanisms; details of class instantiation; details of package extension; details of invariant checking. These issues are dealt with in [5] .
The rest of this paper is structured as follows Section 2 defines the MML Calculus syntax and semantics. Section 3 defines the MML language in terms of the MML Calculus. The MML language is textual, each new construct is introduced and translated to the MML Calculus. Section 4 concludes by reviewing MML and describing the future directions of this work.
The MML Calculus
The MML is based on a small language called the MML calculus. It is an imperative object-oriented calculus that captures the essential operational features of MML. The calculus is based on the ς-calculus of Cardelli and Abadi [6] . To define the MML Calculus the ς-calculus is extended with some basic data types (integer, string, boolean, set and sequence) and operations over values of these data types. The rest of this section is structured as follows. Section 2.1 defines the syntax of the MML Calculus. Section 2.2 defines the semantics of the MML Calculus. Section 2.3 defines how to encode functions in the calculus, these are required to define parameterized operations over models. Section 2.4 defines some builtin operations that are either convenient or which cannot be defined in the calculus.
Syntax
The core syntax and value domain of the MML Calculus is defined below: The core syntax will be extended with extra features as the description of the MML Calculus proceeds. This document uses the following conventions to define syntax: terminals are given in bold; X * represents 0 or more occurrences of X; X ? represents an optional X; X|Y represents X or Y parentheses can be used to group elements (bold parentheses are terminals); X i∈ [n,m] is a sequence of elements where X contains free occurrences of i.
An object expression defines a collection of fields. Each field has a name, a self parameter and a body. Like the ς-calculus we conflate the notion of attribute and method into a single field. Because attribute update occurs sufficiently often we distinguish between method and attribute update.
Appendix A defines the substitution of expressions for free variables. Variables are bound in methods via the self argument. When a field is referenced in an object, the object is supplied as the value of the self argument.
Semantics
For convenience we conflate the syntactic and value domains for integers, booleans, strings and empty sequences. We also make use of different categories of environment which are partial functions. An environment is extended with an association between a key k and a value v to produce [k → v] . Environments satisfy the following law:
An object is an environment that maps field names to addresses. A lexical environment maps variables to values. A heap h is an environment that maps addresses to field closures. A field closure (v, ρ, e) contains a self variable v, a body e and a lexical environment ρ mapping the free variables of e to values.
The semantics of the MML Calculus us given by a relation h, ρ, e ⇒ x, h which tells us the result x and final heap h produced by performing expression e with respect to a starting heap h in the context of a lexical environment ρ. The relation is defined as follows:
hi, ρ, ei ⇒ xi, hi+1 i ∈ [1, n] h1, ρ, Set{ei} i∈ [1,n] ⇒ Set{xi} i∈ [1,n] , hn+1
Free variables are bound to values in the current lexical environment (1). Constant expressions k are integers, booleans, strings and the empty sequence. When evaluated, a constant expression produces itself as a value (2). An object expression denotes an object. Fresh heap addresses are used for the object's fields. Notice that the current lexical environment is captured by each field since it contains the bindings for all free variables in a field body (3). Field reference causes the field body to be evaluated with respect to its lexical environment (4). Method update (5) replaces a field with a delayed expression. Field update (6) replaces a field with the value of an expression. The component expressions of a set expression are all evaluated and then the set is created. Sets do not live in the heap and therefore set operations do not cause side-effects (7) . A pair is created after evaluating its head and tail (8) . 
Functions
The kernel calculus is object-based and not function-based like the λ-calculus. 
Builtin Operations
The definition of MML relies on a number of builtin methods and operators. Extra rules (like δ-rules for the λ-calculus) are added to the calculus in order to define these features. Most of the rules involve functions, such as + or 'and' that do not depend on or change the current lexical environment or heap. The syntax is defined as follows:
e, a, b ::= . . . as before expression ⊕e i i∈ [1,n] operator expression
The semantics for each operator ⊕ is given by a rule Op(⊕):
The following binary operations are builtin: Op(+); Op(−); Op( * ); Op(/); Op(and); Op(or); Op(xor); Op(implies) When an object is copied, fresh addresses (α i ) are allocated for its fields. Note that the copy is shallow, i.e. the values associated with the fields are not copied:
i∈ [1,n] h, ρ, e.copy
i∈ [1,n] Copying for atomic values and sets has no effect. This is expressed by a generic rule Copy(x) and a collection of rules for all integers n Copy(n), for all booleans b Copy(b), for all strings s Copy(s) and for all collections c Copy(c):
Operations on sets are based on two operations: non-deterministic selection and adjoining an element to a set. Set extension is an operation that is constructed from set adjoin. Basic set operations are Op(select) and Op(adjoin):
The head and tail of sequences are accessed using the following operations 
The Metamodelling Language
The metamodelling language is given a semantics by a translation to the MML Calculus. MML is meta-circular, in the sense that it represents all the types and operations in order to describe its own operation. This section defines how the following MML features are represented in the MML Calculus: objects (section 3.1); methods (section 3.2); types (section 3.3); classes (section 3.4); method invocation (section 3.5); OCL (section 3.6); packages (section 3.7). The metacircular MML model is shown in figure 1. 
Objects and Atomic Expressions
MML supports integer; boolean; string; set and sequence expressions. All of the builtin operators defined in section 2.4 are supported by MML. The semantics of the following MML expressions is given by a direct translation to the MML Calculus: [1,n] operator expression m.v := l field update Set{mi} i∈ [0,n] set expression Seq{} empty sequence expression Seq{l|m} pair expression let v = a in b end local definition if e then a else b endif conditional expression
All data values in MML have a field named 'of' whose value is a classifier for the data value. A classifier contains type information for a collection of its instances.
MML knows directly about a number of builtin classifiers. Access to the builtin classifiers is defined by the generic rule Of:
which is used to construct rules for every integer n Of(n, Integer), for every boolean b Of(b, Boolean), for every string s Of(s, String), for every set s Of(s, SetOfInstance) and for every sequence s Of(s, SeqOfInstance). The classifiers Boolean, String, SetOfInstance and SeqOfInstance are MML objects that define the appropriate data types. MML object expressions require that the object's classifier be supplied. Each MML field is a MML calculus field and may optionally supply the self parameter w i . If the self parameter is not supplied then it defaults to 'self': 
Methods are defined by classes and invoked by sending an MML object a message. Message delivery involves looking the method up via the object's classifier and then invoking the method with respect to the object and the arguments. This is explained in section 3.5:
) send expression
Types and Type Expressions
All MML data values have classifiers; given a value x, the classifier of x is x.of. A classifier may be user defined (such as Animal or Factory) or may be defined as part of the MML language (such as String and Boolean). MML makes a distinction between data types that classify non-object values and classes that classify object values. This section describes the basic infrastructure of data types and their denotation. All classifiers define a collection of methods and invariants for their instances. Each classifier must specify a default value to be used when a new slot using the classifier as a type is created; this is initially specified as Instance and is redefined in concrete sub-classes of Classifier. There are two main sub-classes of Classifier: Class and DataType. Instances of DataType classify non-object data values. DataType redefines the default method to return the value of the default attribute.
Class Expressions
MML classes are defined using class expressions. A class expression is sugar for object expressions and simply serves to capture the common pattern of class definition. Since MML is meta-circular, all classes are objects, all meta-classes are objects and so on. Class definition syntax is defined as follows: The attributes define the slots contained in instances of the class and the methods define the behaviour of the instances. The slot definitions allow extra information to be added to the class being defined where there is no syntax support. Extra slots are required when using a non-standard meta-class. Figure 2 defines the translation of an MML class definition to an MML object expression. We will consider each feature category in turn; where appropriate we will draw attention to the scope of names available when each category is evaluated.
There are |p| parent expressions. The scope of the new class name v does not include the parents since it is illegal to create cycles in the inheritance structure. There are |a| attributes. The scope of v includes the attribute definitions since a class can contain an attribute whose values are instances of the class. There are |m| methods, Each method has m i arguments. The body of the method is a method function. The scope of v contains the method definitions since the methods of a class can refer to that class. Note that the arguments of the method functions are defined in an inner scope so they may shadow the class name v. There are |ι| constraints defined for the invariant of a class. The scope of v includes the invariant. There are |s| slots. The scope of v includes the slot values. The slots should correspond to attributes of the meta-class m that are not explicitly introduced by the class definition transformation.
Method Invocation
Method invocation in MML occurs when a send expression is performed. The expression has the following syntax: l, m ::= . . . as before MML expression m.v(l i i∈ [0,n] ) send expression (10) where m is the target, v is the method name and l i are arguments. A method with the name v is found by searching through the methods defined by the classifier of m. Message delivery occurs by invoking the message delivery service. This is implemented directly in the calculus, but it is convenient to think of it as a method defined by the classifier of the target 1 . The method is defined as follows:
Classifier::send(target:Instance,message:String,args:Seq(Instance)):Instance let methods = self.allMethods()→select(m | m.name = message) in if methods = Seq{} then methods.head.apply(Seq{target | args}) else self.error("no method for " + message) endif end
The Object Constraint Language
The Object Constraint Language (OCL) is an expression language used to express invariants, pre-and post-conditions, and guards on state transitions. OCL is fully integrated within MML by using the builtin operations defined by the Op rule 9 and by reducing collection operations to a very small number of primitives and then using these to implement methods in MML classifiers. OCL thereby becomes a convenient syntax for invoking a collection of predefined operations and methods whose implementation can be understood in terms of a very small number of primitive operations. In this section we extend MML with the rest of OCL expression syntax. Figure 1 shows the root of the OCL expression hierarchy Exp. Each new syntactic category involves a new method definition for the appropriate classifier and a translation from the OCL expression to the appropriate method call. There are three groups of definitions: generic collections; sets; sequences. Bags are currently not implemented in MML but should follow the same implementation pattern as sets and sequences.
Collections. Many OCL operations work on all types of collection. Typically these operations are implemented in terms of lower-level operations that are specific to the particular type of collection:
Collection operation names are: size, includes (an element), count (ocurrences of an element), includesAll (elements of another collection), isEmpty, notEmpty, sum (the elements). Quantified operations are exists and forAll. The class CollectionOfInstance is the root of the collection type hierarchy. Its implementation is an example of how MML supports multiple meta-levels. Its meta-class Collection is a sub-class of DataType and therefore is the class of all collection types.
There are two different categories of expression: those that introduce new variables (exists, forAll and iterate) and those that do not. Expressions that introduce variables are translated to send expressions that bind the variables using one or more functions. Functions are objects in MML and may be passed as arguments to methods. The following table shows the translations:
The quantified operations are defined in terms of iterate. Iterate is abstract at the collection level and is implemented by each concrete type of collection. 
Package Expressions
A package in MML is a container of classes and packages similar to those defined by the Catalysis approach [12] . Each class and package has a name and navigation expressions can be used to extract package contents. A package is itself a classifier; it is used to classify collections of objects. It is beyond the scope of this paper to deal with this feature of MML in detail; as a classifier, a package must have parents, methods and invariants. A package is created using a package expression:
A package definition expression is translated to an object expression in the MML Calculus. This translation is the same as that shown in figure 2 except that a package has an extra field called contents whose value is a set of classifiers. Each classifier defined by the package is also a field of the package; this allows us to navigate to package elements using names. The name of the package is scoped over each of the contents; this allows the contents to be mutually recursive. MML consists of a collection of packages. It is beyond the scope of this paper to describe the package structure of MML. Consider a package called concepts that defines the core modelling concepts in MML. Figure 3 shows how such a package is expressed in MML and given a semantics by a translation to the MML Calculus; the details of class translation are omitted, but follow the definition given in figure 2. 
Conclusion
This paper has defined the MML Calculus which is used as the basis for a meta-circular modelling language called ML. The aim of MML is to provide a sound basis for UML 2.0. The need for a precise semantics for UML and OCL is shown by the increasing number of papers describing sophisticated tools and techniques. The following is a small selection: [1] , [16] , [23] . It is essential that the UML 2.0 initiative provide a standardized formal semantics for a UML core. The work described in this paper is part of an ongoing initiative by the pUML Group (http://www.puml.org) [7] , [5] , [8] , [9] , [27] , [13] . The approach separates syntax and semantics so that the syntax of UML may change (for example graphical OCL [15] , [18] ) while the semantic domain remains the same. We have taken a translational approach to the semantics of MML. This provides a semantics in terms of a much smaller calculus thereby achieving a parsimony of concepts. Such an approach has a distinguished history leading back to Landin and Iswim. We would hope that this approach will lead to proof systems and refinement calculi for MML. The approach should be contrasted with other metamodelling methods and tools including: BOOM [20] and BON [21] . The key novel feature of MML is that is aims to be exclusively based on UML and OCL; this allows UML to be both an extension and an instance of MML. UML is based on the Meta-Object Facility (MOF) which is a relatively small meta-model. MOF is not based on a precise semantics; it is hoped that work on MML will influence the future development of MOF.
It is somewhat difficult to validate the semantics since all definitions of UML are very imprecise; most parts of UML 1.3 are defined as syntax only. We can report that the implementation of MML based on the calculus in MMT has been used to develop MML programs of about 3000 lines of code; based on this empirical evidence we can tentatively claim that MML behaves as expected.
The semantics described in this paper is imperative and operational. In that sense it is richer than UML whose informal semantics is declarative. However, the MML Calculus has a strictly declarative sub-language which captures the same semantics as other model-based approaches to UML semantics such as [24] and those that use Z.
The use of meta-circular language definitions has a distinguished history, for example CLOS [2] , ObjVLisp [3] [4] [11] and Smalltalk [14] use meta-classes. The theory of meta-classes is discussed in [17] . The use of meta-models to describe UML and OCL is the accepted technique [22] . This is ongoing work. Core MML is nearing completion and a tool, MMT, that supports definition, use and checking of MML is under development. We intend to consolidate MML in the near future, for example by adding types [10] , [25] ; then, MML will be used to define a number of languages that contribute to the UML family.
